AG's range of rigid thermal insulation boards combine strength and high temperature insulation performance. This wide range of quality materials have been selected based on both quality and performance characteristics ensuring you get the outcome you require.

This page offers a snapshot of some of our more commonly sought thermal board materials each of which are readily stocked by AG in a wide range of thicknesses, and a number of different sized sheets.

Complimenting this large variety of sheet stock, AG is able to offer fully customised components utilising both our experience, and our extensive water-cutting, milling, forming and shaping facilities to produce the exact insulation component required for your application.

In addition to the materials listed here, AG offers a number of other, specialised grades of insulation board and materials. These offer enhanced performance around electrical insulation, mechanical strength, chemical resistance and numerous other benefits.

Many of these have been successfully coupled with either the grades listed here, or our extensive range of thermal cloth, tape and rope products, to produce targeted, composite insulation solutions for the most demanding of environments.

For more information on any of the insulating boards listed here, or on the many other ways we may be able to assist, please don’t hesitate to contact your local AG branch.